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Among the Archipelago’s isles grow tide and swell erratic; 

Strange winds and stranger waters, as storms of sails are gathered. 

Chaotic clashing steadfast souls on the infamous Seas of Havoc.

Overview & Goal

to each player. 

Games proceed in two alternating phases: 
During the Island Phase
establishments gaining resources, upgrading their ships and purchasing new cards for their decks.

Following this, the Sea Phase occurs, where players take turns playing out a hand of cards to 

opponents’ maneuver decks with score reducing damage cards.

player with the highest  Infamy 
ship upgrades wins.
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Box Contents

6 Ships

6 Characters 64 Market 
Cards

12 Upgrade Cards
(2 cards per ship)

42 Damage 
Cards

6 Infamy Trackers

18 Skiffs (3 in each color)

6 Starting Ship Decks 
(6 cards in each deck)

12 Character Ability Cards
(2 cards per character)

1 First 
Player
Token

40 Cannonball 
Tokens

30 Coins

Brig Starting Deck

sailing

Havoc-Cards-Starting.indd   14 10/19/2021   9:08:39 AM

Galleon Starting Deck

sailing

Havoc-Cards-Starting.indd   36 10/19/2021   9:08:40 AM

Xebec Starting Deck

Perform the extended 
maneuver as well.

sailing

Havoc-Cards-Starting.indd   1 10/19/2021   9:08:38 AM

War Junk Starting Deck

Fire 1 cannon.
Range 3

firing

Havoc-Cards-Starting.indd   20 10/19/2021   9:08:39 AM

Sloop-of-War Starting Deck

sailing

Havoc-Cards-Starting.indd   28 10/19/2021   9:08:40 AM

Ship-of-the-Line Starting Deck

sailing

Havoc-Cards-Starting.indd   12 10/19/2021   9:08:39 AM

Brig Starting Deck

sailing

Havoc-Cards-Starting.indd   17
10/19/2021   9:08:39 AM

Galleon Starting Deck

Fire 1 cannon.
Range 3

firing

Havoc-Cards-Starting.indd   32
10/19/2021   9:08:40 AM

Xebec Starting Deck

sailing

Havoc-Cards-Starting.indd   3
10/19/2021   9:08:39 AM

War Junk Starting Deck

pivot

Havoc-Cards-Starting.indd   23
10/19/2021   9:08:39 AM

Sloop-of-War Starting Deck

Fire 1 cannon.
Range 3

firing

Havoc-Cards-Starting.indd   26
10/19/2021   9:08:40 AM

Ship-of-the-Line Starting Deck

sailing

Havoc-Cards-Starting.indd   12
10/19/2021   9:08:39 AM

Take a flag from the Board.

Do not use its flag action.

If you control more flags than any other 
player, gain 1 .

pirate queen ability

Rally the Flags

Havoc-Cards-Ability.indd   1 10/19/2021   9:11:57 AM

Play this card as any Sailing, Pivot, or 
Firing card in your discard pile.

If there are no such cards in your 
discard pile, then draw 1 card instead.

rebel ability

Improvisation

Havoc-Cards-Ability.indd   8 10/19/2021   9:12:08 AM

You may make any one of the following 
exchanges in either direction once:

 : 1 .

 : 2 .

 : 3 .

merchant ability

Barter

Havoc-Cards-Ability.indd   3 10/19/2021   9:12:00 AM

If there are no damage cards in your 
discard pile, gain 2  and draw 1 card.

Otherwise, scrap a damage card.

admiral ability

Inspire

Havoc-Cards-Ability.indd   10 10/19/2021   9:12:12 AM

Steal a resource of your choice from a 
surrounding ship.

If you do, gain 2 .

corsair ability

Boarding Party

Havoc-Cards-Ability.indd   5 10/19/2021   9:12:03 AM

At the end of the Sea Phase, gain 1  

if you control the most flags of any player.

Pirate Queen

Havoc-Cards-Character.indd   1

10/22/2021   11:03:05 AM

the

Rebel
Once per Island Phase, you may 

discard 1 card to draw 1 card.

Havoc-Cards-Character.indd   2
10/22/2021   11:03:06 AM

the

Admiral
At the start of the Sea Phase, gain 1  

if you control the  first player token.

Havoc-Cards-Character.indd   3 10/22/2021   11:03:07 AM

the

Merchant
You may use . as any other resource

when purchasing cards from the Market.

Havoc-Cards-Character.indd   4 10/22/2021   11:03:08 AM

the

Corsair
Once per Island Phase, you may place a Ski� on an occupied space. If you do, you gain the resources only. Do not trigger any additional e�ects.

Havoc-Cards-Character.indd   5
10/22/2021   11:03:08 AM

the

Treasure SeekerWhenever a Shipwreck token is placed, you may adjust its location to a surrounding space.

Havoc-Cards-Character.indd   6

10/22/2021   11:03:09 AM

If you are adjacent to a rock, 
gain 1  , 1  , and 1 .

treasure seeker ability

Unearth Riches

Havoc-Cards-Ability.indd   12 10/19/2021   9:12:17 AM

Choose One:
• Use the action of a flag you control without returning it• Use the action of a flag you control twice. Return it to the board.

pirate queen ability

Extortion

Havoc-Cards-Ability.indd   2

10/19/2021   9:11:59 AM

Scrap a damage card from you hand or discard pile. 
If you do, you may fire 1 cannon, Range 3 (without spending  ).

rebel ability

Retaliation

Havoc-Cards-Ability.indd   7

10/19/2021   9:12:06 AM

Choose One:
• Purchase a card from the Market paying the cost as usual. Add the card to your hand.

• Gain 1 .
merchant ability

Timely Trading

Havoc-Cards-Ability.indd   4

10/19/2021   9:12:02 AM

Gain a resource of each type that you don’t currently own.
If you cannot do this, draw a card instead.

admiral ability

Government Funding

Havoc-Cards-Ability.indd   9

10/19/2021   9:12:10 AM

Declare a target ship. For the remainder of this Sea Phase, gain 1  for each damage card you deal to it.You may play another card immediately.

corsair ability

Hunt the Bounty

Havoc-Cards-Ability.indd   6

10/19/2021   9:12:05 AM

Draw 1 card.
You may then place a card from your hand on top of your deck or into your discard pile.

treasure seeker ability

Spyglass

Havoc-Cards-Ability.indd   11
10/19/2021   9:12:16 AM

You may scrap a card from your hand 
or discard pile, including this card

Red Shipwright’s Flag Action

pivot

Pivot 180°

Havoc-Cards-Market.indd   64 10/19/2021   9:09:16 AM

Sloop-of-War Upgrade

Nimble Hull

Once per Sea Phase, you may 
resolve the maneuver on a sailing 
card twice.

The card’s flag action is only resolved 

completed.

Havoc-Cards-Upgrade.indd   12 6/15/2022   2:13:47 PM

You may gain a resource of your choice

Green Purser’s Flag Action

Fire 1 cannon.
Range 3

firing

Havoc-Cards-Market.indd   1

10/19/2021   9:09:09 AM

War Junk Upgrade

When firing 1 cannon, you may instead fire a rocket. Range 3.

explode into all surrounding spaces. 
Score 1  and deal 1 damage per piece hit by this explosion.

rocks.

Rockets

Havoc-Cards-Upgrade.indd   2

6/15/2022   2:13:39 PM

Repair: When you would play 
this card, scrap it instead.

Damage

-1

Havoc-Cards-Other.indd   11 10/19/2021   9:07:11 AM
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the

Capitol

the

Bank

the

Workshop

the

Deep Cove

the

Shipyard

the

Blacksmith

the

Sail 
Maker

the

Trading
Post

x2

4+ 4+

5+

3+

3+

the

Market
orClaim a Card

Place your ski� on an unclaimed
card to reserve it for purchase

Restock
Scrap and replace all unclaimed 
cards before placing your ski�

29
28

27
26

25
24

23
22

21
20

19
18

17
16

5
9

5
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5
7
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6

5
5

5
4

5
3

5
2

5
1

5
0

4
9

4
8

4
7

4
6

44 43 42 41 40 39 38 37 36 35 34 33 32 31

1413121110987654321

4 Flags

2 Dice

1 Board

6 Player Boards
(1 in each color)

9 Shipwreck 
Tokens

6 Sea Feature
Tokens

24 Ghost 
Ship Cards

Captain’s 
Log Sheet

Shipwright’s

Flag

Brig

Xebec

Sloop-of-War

0-4 5-9 

For each , +1 . 

For each 3 , +1 . 

For each 2 , +1 . 

Havoc-Cards-Solo.indd   1 10/19/2021   9:12:14 AM

Captain’s Log

The Corsair
The Corsair is proud and cunning. He prioritizes speed over might but is 
also well versed in hand-to-hand combat.

An Empire was built off of the Corsair’s endeavours, and he has been 
compensated quite handsomely for his efforts. The nature of his work: a 
simple “redistribution” of the ships at sea. A quick approach leading to 
hand-to-hand combat keeps his prizes intact and ready to be re-sold. Of 
course, the reward for sinking a rival ship is hardly something to scoff at 
either. As the list of his Empire’s enemies grows, so too do the Corsair’s 
coffers.

The Merchant
The Merchant is a world traveller and savvy trader, though they are 
always ready to defend themselves without surrender.

Ask the Merchant where they came across such an eclectic collection of 
goods and they’ll tell you a story of exotic lands and chance dealings. In 
truth, they rarely needed to travel so far to find them. Often the prey of 
pirate, privateer, and tribute seeking navy ships, the Merchant, under the 
guise of surrender, allows such predatory ships to close in, only then to 
unleash their carronade and fill their hold with the goods of their would-
be captors.

The Monster Hunter
The Monster Hunter devoted his life to pursuing myths and legends after 
having lost his ship and livelihood to a living one.

Awakening among the wreckage of his fishing sloop, he remembered lit-
tle of the attack save for the large glowing eye of the creature. After being 
picked up by a passing whaler, he trained with the harpoon and kept an 
ear open to the supposed tall tales of other jobbing sailors. Following a 
close encounter with another beast, the Monster Hunter mutinied, con-
vincing the crew that the reward for such a beast would be greater than 
any whale, though for him the hunt would be much more personal.

The Pirate Queen
The Pirate Queen is a warrior and a strict, confident leader. Fiercely pro-
tective of those loyal to her, but devastating to any who oppose her.

She earned her crown by unifying warring pirate fleets under one flag 
through a simple set of rules. Her laws yield profits for all, demanding 
that any prize be divided equally among the fleet and that cooperative 
civilians not be harassed. Unified, neither privateer nor government dare 
defy her pirates. It’s no small wonder entire settlements leave tributes to 
the Pirate Queen outside their walls at first sight of her flag.

The Admiral
Highly esteemed by the crown and Navy, the Admiral plays the part while 
hiding their true nature.

A brilliant strategist lauded for their courage, few know of the Admiral’s 
unsatisfiable need for chaos and battle. Their rising rank has afforded 
them command over larger ships and heavier guns and their appetite for 
destruction has grown along with them. Transfixed, the Admiral revels in 
warfare and in the smoke, splash and screams of a sinking rival ship.

Sailed

Multiplayer 
Victory

Solo / Coop 
Victory

Sailed

Multiplayer 
Victory

Solo / Coop 
Victory

Sailed

Multiplayer 
Victory

Solo / Coop 
Victory

Sailed

Multiplayer 
Victory

Solo / Coop 
Victory

Sailed

Multiplayer 
Victory

Solo / Coop 
Victory

Prize Hunter: Steal one of each resource in a single game.

Trader: Complete a game with 20  from card purchases.

Enrage & Engage: Shoot a , then the  in a single turn. 

United Under Her Flag: Use all 4 flags in one Sea Phase.

War Hero: Win a game and have no Damage cards in your deck.

Chart a Course: Sail , travel over 8 spaces in a single turn.

Pacifist: Sail , win with no firing cards in your deck.

Well Timed Shot: Remove all Serpent pieces with a single shot.

Blast Radius: Sail , damage a ship by firing a rocket at a rock.

2 Ships, 1 Stone: Sail , deal damage to 2 ships at once.  

Havoc-Captain-Log.indd   1 9/14/2022   3:55:08 PM

The

Shipyard

Ship-of-the-Line

War Junk

Xebec

0-4 5-9 

Return a flag and use its e�ect.

Return a flag and use its e�ect.

Return a flag and use its e�ect.

Havoc-Cards-Solo.indd   20

10/19/2021   9:12:25 AM
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player Setup
throughout the game. Player area setup involves preparing this deck and organizing the 
resources that will help you improve your deck. 

Player setup can a�ect decisions during Sea Grid setup and must be performed first. 

Select a Ship
Each player chooses a ship and takes the 
corresponding components related to that ship:

• Player Board
• Ship Upgrade Cards (2 cards)
• Starting Ship Deck (6 cards)
• 

Place both Ship Upgrade cards with their 

inactive (  ) sides up.

Select a Captain
Each player chooses a character to be their 
captain.  Slot the corresponding Character Card 

to form your 8 card Starting Deck and place it 
facedown in front of you.  Draw 4 cards.

Determine Player Order

Starting Resources
  ) plus 

additional resources based on play order:

• 1st Player: Takes the  First Player token.
• 2nd Player: Gains 1  (Sail)
• 3rd Player: Gains 1   (Cannonball)
• 4th Player: Gains 1  and 1  

• 5th Player: Gains 1   and 1  (Coin)

Brig Upgrade

Extra Rations

At the end of the Sea Phase, gain 1  

if you control the most flags of any player.

Pirate Queen

Havoc-Cards-Character.indd   1 10/22/2021   11:03:05 AM

Brig Upgrade

 
Range 1

Carronade

Upgrades

Player Board

Starting Hand
6 Ship Cards + 

Discard
Pile

Starting 
Deck

Brig Starting Deck

sailing

Havoc-Cards-Starting.indd   14
10/19/2021   9:08:39 AM

Brig Starting Deck

sailing

Havoc-Cards-Starting.indd   17 10/19/2021   9:08:39 AM

Take a flag from the Board.
Do not use its flag action.If you control more flags than any other player, gain 1 .
pirate queen ability

Rally the Flags

Havoc-Cards-Ability.indd   1

10/19/2021   9:11:57 AM

Brig Starting Deck

sailing

Havoc-Cards-Starting.indd   14

10/19/2021   9:08:39 AM

Brig Starting Deck

sailing

Havoc-Cards-Startin
g.indd   14

10/19/2021   9:08:39 AM

Brig Starting Deck

sailing

Havoc-Cards-Startin
g.indd   14

10/19/2021   9:08:39 AM

Brig Starting Deck

sailing

Havoc-Cards-Starting.indd   15

10/19/2021   9:08:39 AM

Brig Starting Deck

sailing

Havoc-Cards-Starting.indd   15

10/19/2021   9:08:39 AM

Brig Starting Deck

sailing

Havoc-Cards-Starting.indd   17

10/19/2021   9:08:39 AM

Brig Starting Deck

sailing

Havoc-Cards-Starting.indd   17

10/19/2021   9:08:39 AM

Take a flag from the Board.Do not use its flag action.If you control more flags than any other 
player, gain 1 .

pirate queen ability

Rally the Flags

Havoc-Cards-Ability.indd   1

10/19/2021   9:11:57 AM

Choose One:
• Use the action of a flag you control 

without returning it

• Use the action of a flag you control 

twice. Return it to the board.
pirate queen ability

Extortion

Havoc-Cards-Ability.indd   2

10/19/2021   9:11:59 AM

Recommended Decks:

these Ship & Captain combinations:

• Xebec + Corsair
• Galleon + Treasure Hunter
• Sloop-of-War + Rebel
• Ship-of-the-Line + Admiral
• War Junk + Pirate Queen
• Brig + Merchant

Solo, 2 Player, Co-op & Team

game, see Variants on page 9 or Ghost 

Bank

the

Trading
Post

4
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Sea Grid Setup
Combat takes place on the dark blue Sea Grid in the center of the main board which represents the 
waters of the archipelago.

the starting locations of your ships. 

A. Place Sea Features

the Coordinate Dice and using the guides on the 
edge of the Sea Grid. 

sea features depending on ship count:

• 2-3 Ships: 3 Rocks, 1 Whirlpool, 2 Gusts
• 4-5 Ships:

again.

agreed upon by the players.

Features may be arranged in any number and 
location if all players agree on the layout.

B. Place Shipwrecks

Using the coordinate dice, place 2 Shipwreck 
tokens on the Sea Grid, keeping them facedown.

Re-roll locations for Shipwrecks that would be placed 
on rocks or other Shipwrecks.

Shipwrecks may be placed on Whirlpools and Gusts.

C. Place Ships

already occupied by a rock, ship or shipwreck.

Ships are placed standing upright.

You may orient your ship in any orthogonal 
direction.

Ship orientation is important. Take a look at your 
starting hand and plan ahead!

D. Set Starting Infamy
0” 

game, you will be moving the appropriate 
player’s tracker around the board to tally 
them. Trackers may occupy the same spaces 
around the board.

You cannot take any action that would reduce your 
Infamy below zero.  

The Infamy track loops. If you pass 60, continue 
around the track, remembering to add 60 to your 
final score. 

the

Deep Cove

the

Shipyard

the

Blacksmith

the

Sail 
Maker

4+

3+

the

Market
Claim a Card Restock

2
9

28
27

26
25

24
23

2
2

21
20

19
18

17
16

44 43 42 41 40 39 38 37 36 35 34 33 32 31

1413121110987654321

D

B

C

A
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Island Setup

1. Place Flags

2. Place Resource Tokens
Place the remaining Cannonball (   ) and Coin 
(  ) resource tokens near the board. 

Note that players cannot hold more  and  
than can fit on their player boards.

The  resource supply is considered infinite, if 
none remain, use alternative pieces.

Cards, to Upgrade their ships, and to repair Damage. 

3. Shipwreck Tokens
Keep the remaining shipwreck tokens near the 

4. Prepare the card 
market

the

Capitol

the

Bank

the

Workshop

the

Deep Cove

the

Shipyard

the

Blacksmith

the

Sail 
Maker

the

Trading
Post

x2

4+ 4+

5+

3+

3+

the

Market
orClaim a Card

Place your ski� on an unclaimed
card to reserve it for purchase

Restock
Scrap and replace all unclaimed 
cards before placing your ski�

29
28

27
26

25
24

23
22

2
1

2
0

19
18

17
16

5
9

5
8

5
7

5
6

5
5

5
4

5
3

5
2

5
1

5
0

4
9

4
8

4
7

4
6

44 43 42 41 40 39 38 37 36 35 34 33 32 31

1413121110987654321

1

3

You may scrap a card from your hand 
or discard pile, including this card

Red Shipwright’s Flag Action

pivot

Pivot 180°

Havoc-Cards-Market.indd   64 10/19/2021   9:09:16 AM

You may draw a card from your deck
Tan Bosun’s Flag Action

Fire 1 cannon.
Range 3

firing

Havoc-Cards-Market.indd   33 10/19/2021   9:09:13 AM

You may gain a resource 
of your choice

Green Purser’s Flag Action

sailing

Havoc-Cards-Market.indd   5 10/19/2021   9:09:09 AM

You may take another 
turn immediately

Blue Sailor’s Flag Action

sailing

Havoc-Cards-Market.indd   22 10/19/2021   9:09:11 AM

You may gain a resource 
of your choice

Green Purser’s Flag Action

Fire 1 cannon.
Range 3
Fire 2 cannon.
Range 2

firing

Havoc-Cards-Market.indd   3 10/19/2021   9:09:09 AM

Repair: When you would play 
this card, scrap it instead.

Damage

-1

Havoc-Cards-Other.indd   12 10/19/2021   9:07:12 AM

654
2 Scrap

Pile
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In a 2 player game, either the co-op or the 2 ship 

2 Ship Variant

targets and increases tactical depth. 

Setup Differences:
Each player chooses a second ship.

No cards or upgrades from the 2nd ship are used.

Player 1 places their 1st 
ship then Player 2 places both their ships. 
Lastly, Player 1 places their 2nd ship.

Gameplay Differences:
• Players use a single captain, deck, hand, 

ship upgrades, and resources from their one 
player board to manage both ships.

• Each card you play applies only to one ship.

• 

• Damage taken by either ship enters your 
discard pile.

• 

• 

Variants 

5. Place Damage Cards
Create a Damage Card deck consisting of 10 
Damage cards plus 5 additional Damage 
cards per ship.

Place it face up near the board. 

Players will take cards from this deck as their 
ships take hits. The game ends after the Sea 
Phase when this deck is depleted. 

You may choose to adjust the number of damage 
cards in the deck for a longer or shorter game.

6. Scrap Pile
Leave room for a scrap pile of cards that are 
removed (scrapped) from players’ decks or 

of the game.

Blocked Ports
Note that some spaces around the islands on 
the board are marked with 3+, 4+, etc.  These 
are only available if there are at least that 
many different players in the game.

Solo, Co-op & Ghost Players
Ghost ships can be used to simulate players 

experience. Their setup and rules are included 
in detail on page 22. 

Teams Variant

Setup Differences:
Divide the players into teams.

Players on the same team should be seated 
across from one another as best as possible.

 Gameplay Differences:
• Players on the same team can still damage 

• 

is tallied by adding each of it’s member’s 

members, rounding down.
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Core Concepts
Deckbuilding
Your Deck is the engine that will allow you to 

increase the distance you can travel and your 

giving them multiple uses and improving your 

Deck Management
Cards you own will cycle through 3 locations: 

DECK (Face down pile)  
Cards will be drawn from your deck into your 
Hand at the start of each island phase. 

HAND (Held, hidden from others) 

in your Discard Pile. 

Cards will also enter your hand when they are 
purchased from the market. 

DISCARD PILE (Face up pile)  

cards may also end up in here as you take hits.

face down as your new Deck. You may then draw 

You may not begin creating a new deck until you 
can no longer draw from the old one.

Scrapping Cards

game and can be placed in the shared scrapped 
discard pile . 

 scraps a card, they 
receive its cost in resources from the supply!

Ship Upgrades
You may develop your ship upgrades at the 

remainder of the game.  

It’s generally a good idea to get these early on, but 
some can be developed at key moments for surprise 

Infamy (  )

determine the winner.

cards you add to your deck, and the upgrades 

You’ll have to be aggressive enough to score Infamy, 
but also savvy enough know when to get out of the 
way! 

Phases 

gaining resources and building their decks. 

combat others.

one that follows. Together they form the core cycle 
of this game.

Island, Sea, Island, Sea, Island...

the

Capitol

the

Bank

the

Workshop

the

Trading
Post

x2

4+

5+

3+

Claim a Card
Place your ski� on an unclaimed

card to reserve it for purchase

5
9

5
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5
6

5
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Island Phase

Step 1: Send out Skiffs (  )
Starting with the player holding the  First 

island by placing it on any unoccupied slot on 

Play continues clockwise, with each player 

occupy a slot or card at a time. 

the

Deep Cove

the

Shipyard

the

Blacksmith

the

Sail 
Maker

4+

3+

Scrap and replace all unclaimed 
cards before placing your ski�

29
28

27
26

25
24

23
22

21
2

0
19

18
17

16

34 33 32 31

14131211

The Blacksmith has two slots (one is only available 
in games with 4+ players). These spaces can be 
taken by two di�erent players or both by the same 
player, though players may only place one Ski� per 
turn.

Step 2: Card Purchases

claimed for purchase must be paid for. 

To purchase a card, players pay the purchase 
cost on the top left of the card in resources 
and then add the card directly to their hand. 

Example: This card costs 1  
(Sail) and 1  (Coin) and is 
worth 2  (Infamy) at the end 
of the game.

Unpurchased Cards  

card. Cards that are not paid for, no matter 

Step 3: Island Cleanup

purchases have been made, players retrieve 

You may take another 
turn immediately

Blue Sailor’s Flag Action

sailing

Havoc-Cards-Market.indd   22 10/19/2021   9:09:11 AM
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Island Actions
Resource Producers 
Bank, Blacksmith, Sail maker, 
& Shipyard

gain the resources depicted:

 : Gain 1 Sail by turning the wheel on your 
player board

 : Gain 1 Cannon token and add it to your 
player board

 : Gain 1 Coin token into your play area

 : Gain 1 of any Resource

Capitol 
 First Player Token 

from its current owner and gain any 1  
resource.

 First Player Token is transferred 

following the current player order.  

Trading Post 

resources for any other two from the supply.

Workshop 
Pay the resource cost of one of your inactive ship 

remainder of the game.

Active upgrades also contribute to your Infamy. 
Tally them at the end of the game.

Deep Cove
Scrap (  ) up to 2 cards from your hand or 

to the cost of those cards (found on their top 

This is a great way to remove damage and to get 
rid of cards that don’t match your deckbuilding 
strategy while also producing resources to purchase 
new cards.

Flags 

another player if they own it. You now own this 

You may then perform the associated Flag’s action 
once:

 : Gain 1 of any resource

 : Scrap 1 card from your hand or discard 

cost of that card

 : Draw 1 card from your deck to your hand

Island Phase: Place another Ski�
Sea Phase: Play another card

Once you take a flag, it will remain with you until 
someone else takes it.

Owning a flag allows you to activate a card’s flag 

flag during the Sea Phase. 
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The Market

Market Cards

Claiming a Card 

by that player. Purchases are resolved in turn 

or forfeit the purchase at the end of the phase. 

Restock 

market, a player may scrap all unclaimed cards 
and replenish the market.

Cards scrapped from a market restock do not yield 
tokens for any player as they were not owned by any 
player.

You may gain a resource 
of your choice

Green Purser’s Flag Action

Fire 1 cannon.
Range 3

sailing / firing

Perform the extended 
maneuver as well.

Havoc-Cards-Market.indd   11 10/19/2021   9:09:09 AM

1. Card Cost:

card is ever scrapped.

2. Ship Maneuver: Visual depiction of card 
action when played during the Sea Phase. See 
page 15 for more information.

3. Card Type: Sailing, Firing, Pivot, etc.

4. Infamy:
worth if it is still in your deck at the end of the 
game.

5. Extended Maneuver: Pay 1   to extend 
your ship’s maneuver.

6. Fire Cannon: Pay 1  

out either side of your ship.

7. Flag Action: Gain this additional action if 
you currently own the matching Flag.

1

2

3

7

4

5a

5b

6a

6b
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Sea Phase

until all hands have been played out. 

Step 1: Command Ships

time around the table until all cards have been 
played from their hands. 

Turn by Turn Card Play
 First Player token plays 

play and performing the actions it describes. 

discarded and play proceeds clockwise.

Playing a Card

from their hand unless it is empty.

Cards may be played to either:

• Pass a Turn or to
• Resolve the Card

Passing a Turn

cards, their turn is automatically passed.

Resolving Cards
To resolve a card, place it in view of all players 

ability, etc.) as described by the card.

Note that some components of a card’s action may 
require a resource payment to perform. 

discard pile.

Resolving Flag Actions
Flag actions on a card can only be triggered if 
the player owns the matching Flag. 

Flag actions are resolved last, once all other 
actions on a card have been resolved or you have 
passed using that card.

Ending the Sea Phase

hands, cleanup begins. 

Note that players with more cards in their hands 

more turns than others.

Step 2: Sea Phase Cleanup
Each player ensures all used cards have been 
moved to their discard pile and draws a new 
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Ship’s Heading

start from a ship’s current heading and follow an 

heading. 

Obstacles

Maneuvering

1

2

3

4

1. Starting Position:
indicates where your ship begins its movement. 

2. Maneuver:
where your ship will travel to. 

3. Cannon Fire:

4. Extended Maneuver:
extended maneuver options depicted as ship 
outlines with a resource icon inside.

Extended maneuvers may only be performed if 

Example
To execute this maneuver, move your ship along 
the arrow (from 1 to 2
forward 1 space, you may spend 1  

of either side of your ship (see Cannon Fire on 
page 17 for more detail).  

collision, you may now spend 1   to perform 

1 space (from 2 to 3
3, then before continuing forwards at the new 

4. 

Note that your ship never moves sideways. 

1

2

3

4
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Collisions

maneuver onto or through a space occupied 

immediately before the occupied space. No 

ship may pivot 90o in either direction from it’s 
current heading. 

Collision Penalty

card (if their hand is empty, they do not discard). 
Furthermore, depending on the obstacle hit, 
damage is dealt:

Collision with Rocks: 
places a Damage Card into their discard pile.

Collision other Ships (Ramming):
colliding player scores 1  , the rammed ship 
places a Damage card into their discard pile.

Collisions and Cannon Fire

at the end of the current maneuver may be 
resolved.

Sailing off the Edge
(The Sea Grid Wraps Around!)

edge at the same heading. Regular collision rules 
apply, so plan ahead!

These same wrapping mechanics apply to cannon 
fire!

Whirlpools and Gusts

includes passing by discarding a card, but not 
passing when out of cards).

Whirlpools
o in the direction 

the whirlpool indicates.

Gusts

is not changed. Collisions caused by gusts are 
resolved as if the ship had caused it, even if it is 

No further whirlpools or gusts that a ship is 
moved onto are resolved until the player plays 
another card.

Salvaging Shipwrecks

a Shipwreck, it is placed in your ship’s hold as 
booty. Roll a location for a new Shipwreck.

Shipwrecks may be placed on 
whirlpools and gusts but not on 
rocks, ships, or other Shipwrecks. 
Shipwrecks do not cause collisions.

Booty
Place booty near your player board. You may 
secretly check its value.

You may only have 1 booty in your hold, if you 
collect another, you must choose 1 to discard.

Booty in your hold can be spent for it’s resource 
value whenever you would spend resources.

Booty does not need to be spent for it’s entire value, 
though any excess is lost when spent.

The resource value of booty can be split across 
multiple simultaneous transactions (ex: when 2 
Market cards being purchased).

Spent or discarded booty is randomly mixed 
back into the stack of other Shipwreck tokens. 

Capitol
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Place your ski� on an unclaimed
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Cannon Fire

Reminders

Scoring a Hit

adds a Damage card to their discard pile and 
 ) based on 

the side of the ship you hit. 

deal Damage for each individually.

Firing a Cannon as depicted on a card costs  
(Cannonballs).

Range 3 means a 
Cannonball would travel 3 spaces from your ship.

, , ). You may only choose and pay for 

Broadside

earns you 2 .

Raking Shot

(front or back) of a ship 
earns you 3 .

You may gain a resource 
of your choice

Green Purser’s Flag Action

sailing / firing

Fire 1 cannon.
Range 3

Perform the extended 
maneuver as well.

Havoc-Cards-Market.indd   12 10/19/2021   9:09:09 AM

  
Cannonball for each/either of these shots.

• 

• Purchased cards enter a player’s hand.

• 
Upgrades) is tallied at the end of the game.

•  ( ) a card, they gain 
the card’s resource cost from the supply. 

• 

• 
Board wrap around to the other side.

• 

• Cards played to pass a turn may still 
activate their Flag action if the Player owns 
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Ending the Game

Final scoring

Players complete that Sea Phase using extra damage cards from the scrap pile or the box as 
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Card Anatomy

1. Card Name

2. Card Effect: Description and 

played during the Sea Phase.

3. Captain: Denotes the character/captain 
that this ability card comes with. 

Remember that character ability cards are 
combined and shuffled together with starting 
ship cards to create a player’s deck.

1. Upgrade Cost: Spend this resource 

permanently upgrade your ship.

2. Infamy:
upgrade is worth at the end of the game.

3. Card Name

4. Upgrade Ability: Description of how 
the ship upgrade works.

5. Ship Deck: Denotes the ship that this 
upgrade is associated with.

Upgrade Cards

Ability Cards

War Junk Upgrade

Range 3.

rocks.

Rockets

War Junk Upgrade

When firing 1 cannon, you may instead fire a rocket. Range 3.

explode into all surrounding spaces. 
Score 1  and deal 1 damage per piece hit by this explosion.

rocks.

Rockets

Havoc-Cards-Upgrade.indd   2

6/15/2022   2:13:39 PM

Choose One:

• Use the action of a flag you control 
without returning it

• Use the action of a flag you control 
twice. Return it to the board.

pirate queen ability

Extortion

Havoc-Cards-Ability.indd   2 10/19/2021   9:11:59 AM

1 2

3
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1

2
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Xebec Starting Deck

Perform the extended 
maneuver as well.

sailing

Havoc-Cards-Starting.indd   1 10/19/2021   9:08:38 AM

Starting Ship Cards

1. Card Cost: 
is ever scrapped.

2. Ship Manuever:
action when played during the Sea Phase. See 

3. Card Type: Sailing, Firing, Pivot, etc.

4. Extended Manuever: Pay 1   to extend 
your ship’s maneuver.

5. Ship Deck: Denotes the starting deck that the 
card belongs to.

1

2

3
4

5

You may gain a resource 
of your choice

Green Purser’s Flag Action

Fire 1 cannon.
Range 3

sailing / firing

Perform the extended 
maneuver as well.

Havoc-Cards-Market.indd   11 10/19/2021   9:09:09 AM

1. Card Cost:

card is ever scrapped.

2. Ship Manuever: Visual depiction of card 
action when played during the Sea Phase. See page 
15 for more information.

3. Card Type: Sailing, Firing, Pivot, etc.

4. Infamy:
worth if it is still in your deck at the end of the 
game.

5. Extended Maneuver: Pay 1   to extend 
your ship’s maneuver.

6. Fire Cannon: Pay 1  

out either side of your ship.

7. Flag Action: Gain this additional action if 

1

2

3

7

4

5a

6a

5b

6b
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Ghost Fleet: Solo & Co-op
for added challenge in a 2 or 3 player game.

rules on page 9 with all players on one team and 

Ghost Fleet Setup 
Setup as usual with the following exceptions:

• Choose 2 (normal) or 3 (hard) ships to 
represent the Ghost Fleet.

• Ghost ships get a player board, but do not get 
a starting deck, upgrades, captain or ability 
cards.

• 
deck. Deal each ghost ship 4 cards face down 
from this deck.

• Remember to count ghost ships when 
determining the number of Damage cards 
and Sea Features to include.

• 
choose their orientation.

• 
Players and ghost ships receive starting 
resources based on their play order.

Ghost Fleet Concepts 
Collective  Scoring:
shares a single deck (the ghost deck) and 
discard pile (in which Damage may be placed). 
Tally the   they earn collectively using a 

Ghost Fleet’s score at the end of the game.

Individual Resources: Each ghost ship 
collects its own resources and has its own 

the ghost deck and played out in the Sea Phase.

 , 8   
and 7  .

 Wild Resources:
the resource that they currently own the least 
of whenever they gain  
they prioritize ,  , then .   resources 

Island Phase: 
Skiff slots are available on the board based on total 
ship count instead of player count.

from the solo deck (not the 
ghost ship’s hand) and place 

D on 
the next page).

• 
placed in Deep Cove.

• 

Island Actions: 
Ghost ships perform the following actions 

The Market

draw a new ghost card.

appropriate resources. 

The

Sail Maker

Sloop-of-War

War Junk

Galleon

0-4 5-9 

Replay the top card in the discard 
pile with a Sloop-of-War ability.

Steal a flag from the player, use 
its e�ect and keep it.

Draw 2 cards.

Havoc-Cards-Solo.indd   6 10/19/2021   9:12:17 AM
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Ghosts purchase cards starting from their 

for a card, they are subtracted, the card is 

the necessary resources, the card remains.

The Workshop
No  further action is taken.

Deep Cove
Scrap up to 2 Damage cards from the ghost 
discard pile (if there are any).

Flags

 : Gain 1 of any resource

 : Scrap 1 Damage card from the ghost 
discard pile (if able)

 : Draw 1 card from the ghost deck to the 

Island Phase: Ghost places another Skiff
Sea Phase: Ghost plays another card

Sea Phase: 

the card based on the ship’s current . 

the ghost ship’s colour, perform it.

Ghost Maneuvers

its maneuvers:

Shipwrecks: 
the value of shipwrecks it collects and returns the 
token to the supply.

Ramming the Player: 

normal collision rules.

Rocks and other Ghost Ships: A ghost
ship does not complete maneuvers that would
leave it facing and immediately next to a rock
or another ghost ship. This includes if it would 
be forced into this position by a whirlpool or
gust. Instead, the ghost ship ends it’s maneuver
at the last shown ship outline.  

Cannon Fire:

each ship outline (excluding its starting position) 
of its maneuver if a player’s ship is within Range 

Ghost Maneuver Example: If the Galleon ghost 
ship played this card and had 6 , it would take 
the maneuver in the top right (B), shooting at 
the 2 outlines steps if the player is in range and 
can afford to pay 2  .  Then it would trigger the 
Galleon’s ability (C), and draw 2 solo cards to its 
“hand” facedown. 

Ending the Game: 

score by their count, rounding down.

The

Sail Maker

Sloop-of-War

War Junk

Galleon

0-4 5-9 

Replay the top card in the discard 
pile with a Sloop-of-War ability.

Steal a flag from the player, use 
its e�ect and keep it.

Draw 2 cards.

Havoc-Cards-Solo.indd   6 10/19/2021   9:12:17 AM
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Quick Reference
Round Sequence

Island Phase

2. Purchase (or discard) claimed cards in the 

Sea Phase
1. Each player plays 1 card on their turn and 
follows its instructions or discards to pass.

player draws back up to 4 cards and the game 

Game End

when Damage cards have run out. 

Symbology

 : Sails
  : Cannonballs
 : Coin
 

Flags

 : Gain 1 of any resource

 : Scrap 1 card from your hand or discard pile 

that card

 : Draw 1 card from your deck to your hand

Island Phase: Place another Ski�
Sea Phase: Play another card

Collisions
Stop before the obstacle, pivot 90o if desired, 
discard 1 card from your hand and take a Damage 
card if the obstacle is a rock. 

Board Wraps Around

the opposite side.

Whirlpools and Gusts

each card you play (this includes if you discard a 
card to pass).

Damaging your Opponents for Infamy 

2 3 1 

Ram
Collide with another ship

• Score 1 
• Discard a card
• 

card

Broadside
Hit to either side

• Score 2 
• 

card

Raking Shot
Hit to front or back

• Score 3 
• 

card


